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Independently Bold

BROOKE DE LA TORRE | CLASS OF 2024

From a body of work featuring women of all shapes and sizes expressing their individual strengths. This collection shows women through the lens of a woman photographer and aims to uplift the subjects in a non objective way.

Heart Shaped Polka Dots

FENN BRUNS | CLASS OF 2024

Dainty features are too powerful for them Long elegant arms that dance with every stride Embrace the burnt orange and peach pink shades that swarm every inch of your being Birthing from tender heartbeats Growing through your veins Extending out to the edges of the universe, the one you created with whispered affirmations No matter their minds you know who you are Don’t forget the peaches and mangoes The ivy and moss The doilies and paper letters The daisy coated walls reaching up to meet extended hands touching golden skies.